Introduction
Prediction of fabric draping is an important step in the virtual design of composites. The draping analysis should, ideally, give reliable information on changes in the fabric architecture such as tow and thickness redistribution, compaction and also identify drapeability limits such as fabric buckling, shear locking and regions of excessive deformation. Prediction of these defects allows the designer to consider alternative draping processes, fabric restraints or fabric types. Information on fibre reorientation is, for example, required for accurate stiffness analysis of a structural composite part. It is also important information for failure prediction and determination of orthotropic permeability models for impregnation analysis in Liquid Composite Moulding. However, it should be noted that both these latter topics are areas of active research and reliable predictive models have yet to be developed.
Methods for draping analysis can be broadly grouped into three categories: First, are the original kinematic methods which essentially use mapping techniques to try and fit a flat fabric to the desired geometric shape. These "mapping" methods are fast, robust and require only minimal data input to describe the geometry and initial fibre directions. The second and third groups are both based on Finite Element (FE) techniques and differ in the level of detail used to model the textile fabric; in each case the generality of the FE method allows accurate representation of the tooling (matched metal, membrane, etc.), tool-to-ply friction and other process variables such as heat.
The second group uses macro-FE methods to approximately represent the fabric as a homogeneous material using computationally efficient constitutive laws and continuum Finite Elements. The inherent limitation is that the fabric is not really a continuum, but can be more closely likened to a structure comprising of discrete tows, possibly intertwined, or loosely held together with stitching. Interaction of the tows via contact, with friction, and deformation of the stitching control the complex deformations of the fabric. This leads to the third group which attempts to accurately represent the structural features of the fabric using FE techniques and mesomechanical modelling methods and thus capture the true deformation mechanisms. Whereas the macro-FE technique can be considered industrial and several commercial FE codes have been applied to fabric draping (PAM-FORM; ABAQUS), the latter meso-modelling methods are at the research stage and realistic, computationally efficient methods, still have to be developed (Creech et al., 2003; ten Thije et al., 2003) . This paper presents an overview of the three methods outlined above.
Fabric deformation mechanisms
Ideally textile fabrics should be drapeable and provide good final mechanical properties in the impregnated composite. Examples include, amongst others, variations of woven fabrics (plain, twill and satin) and, as shown in Figure 1, Figure 2 shows schematically the predominant deformation modes for most fabrics. Usually inter-fibre shear, or the 'trellis' mode, offers least resistance to deformation and, consequently, fabrics adapt their shape primarily by shearing mechanisms; the type of weave (plain, twill, etc) , or the type of stitch in a NCF will determine the fabric shear resistance. The presence of additional tows in triaxial fabrics essentially prevents fabric shearing. Inter-fibre sliding is a secondary mode of deformation occurring at higher shear angles and is more prevalent in NCF materials for which the lack of tow interlocking results in less constraint of fibre cross-over positions. Other minor deformation modes are also possible, including fibre buckling in compression or fibre straightening in tension. 
Experimental techniques
Currently there are no standards regarding the shear testing of unidirectional or biaxial engineering fabrics. However, two testing methods commonly used are the picture frame and bias extension tests, as shown in Figure 3 . The picture frame test, Figure 3a , confines the fabric to pure shear and provides both shear force data and the inter-fibre 'locking' angle. This locking is usually defined at the onset of buckling (wrinkling) and fabrics can often reach up to 70° shear before this occurs. A more simple technique is the bias extension test which involves simple extension of a coupon of aterial with a ±45° fibre angle. Although more simple in execution, the force data obtained is complicated by the inhomogeneous state of shear within the specimen, as shown in Figure 3b . However, this test proves useful in observing the occurrence of shear-bias and the prevalence of inter-fibre sliding, especially within NCF materials. It is a current topic of work to normalise both the picture frame (Peng et al.,2004) and the bias extension (Harrison et al., 2004) tests. Additional testing for mechanical data to be used in FE codes includes; characterisation of inter-ply friction, flexural stiffness (ASTM D1388-96 E1 ) and, specific to woven fabrics, a biaxial tensile testing device can be used to characterise the influence of yarn undulation in producing non-linear tow deformation (Boisse et al., 1997) . For NCF's the through-thickness stitching controls relative sliding of tows and information on the resistance to movement is required in some numerical models to be presented. This stitch force-displacement relationship can be found from a pullout test in which a group of tows from one ply are extracted from adjacent plies (Creech et al., 2003; ten Thije et al., 2003) , Figure 3c . 
Kinematic analysis methods
Numerical analysis of fabric forming has, until recently, been dominated by methods based on geometric mapping techniques (commonly called "kinematic", "fish-net", "mapping" or "pin-jointed net" methods). These techniques are based on a simple kinematic algorithm in which the fabric is idealised as an orthogonal network of fibres with cross over points acting as fixed pin-jointed nodes. The basis of this algorithm was developed in the 1950's by Mack and Taylor (Mack et al., 1956) and generally makes the following assumptions about the fabric (Rudd et al., 1997) : In order to generate a deformed fibre pattern the method requires the two initial fibre directions (L 1 ,L 2 ) of the "net", the edge length of the net segments (a,b) and a single starting point (P) to be specified as shown in Figure 4 . Working outward from this starting point the draped fibre paths can be found by solving the intersection of each pin-joint node, Equations [1], and enforcing that this point lies on the geometry surface given by Equation
The surface geometry required to be analysed is,
As the above equations suggest, the method can be idealised as the intersection of the required geometry surface with two spheres of radius a and b, centred at points (i-1,j) and (i,j-1). This intersection can be solved explicitly if the required geometry is defined by a geometrical function, such as a hemisphere of known radius, or numerically when an arbitrary surface has to be fitted.
The assumptions and solution scheme of kinematic methods clearly oversimplify the true fabric with only pure in-plane shear being effectively simulated. Strictly, this should limit its application to balanced woven fabrics, although it has been applied, with varying success to numerous dry and impregnated fabrics (Bergsma, 1993; Trochu et al., 1996) . In addition, the standard method permits no consideration of the physics of the forming process and is also highly dependant on the initial choice of starting point and fibre directions. For many geometries this Downloaded by [University of Calgary] at 23:50 18 August 2013 position is obvious, for example the highest point of a hemisphere, but more complex geometries may have multiple initial (or early) contact points rendering the choice of any, almost certainly, incorrect.
Figure 4. The solution scheme of a kinematic drape algorithm
Much research has attempted to improve limitations of the kinematic methods and work has focussed either on techniques to treat arbitrary geometries and multiple contact points (Van West et al., 1990; Long et al., 1994) , or improve the fabric model allowing a broader range of fabric types to be treated. Improvements to the fabric model have largely been motivated by the current high interest in advanced textiles such as NCF's. Long (Long, 2001 ) has introduced a nonsymmetric shear model for NCF's to account for their non-symmetric behaviour due to the stitching style and its orientation relative to the tows. Shear energy data is obtained from picture frame testing for both positive and negative shear and used in an iterative energy minimisation scheme to determine a deformed "net" representing the minimum deformation energy. Further advances have been proposed for UD NCF material (de Luca et al., 2002) in which fibre slippage is a more prevalent deformation mechanism. In this case the kinematic algorithm does not allow extension in the fibre direction, but permits controlled extension in the transverse directions. Figure 5 shows the application of the technique to the rear seat bench and wheel arches of an automotive structure. In this study the commercial QUIK-FORM code (QUIK-FORM) has been used with conventional techniques requiring the selection of a starting point and initial fibre directions and assuming that the standard method using Equations [1] and [2] are reasonably valid for bi-axial NCF. This general code uses a FE mesh to describe the arbitrary geometry to be mapped, Figure 5a . The fabric is then mapped from the selected starting point, Figure 5b , and contours of shear angle are produced, Figure 5c . It is evident from this contour that shear angles of 88° are predicted which is clearly impossible for NCF; never-the-less, zones where excessive shear and fabric buckling will occur can be identified. These kinematic methods are fast, reasonably robust and require only minimal data input and a geometric description of the shape to be formed. The limitation of the method is that it does not represent any physics of the forming process and details such a fabric deformation law, tool-to-fabric friction and blank-holder restraints cannot be modelled. Despite this, mapping methods are popular as a quick design tool and a number of commercial codes are available (QUICK-FORM; CATIA CPD; MSC Laminate Modeller; FiberSIM). In general, the Finite Element technique offers the possibility to overcome many of these limitations and will be discussed in the remainder of this paper.
Figure 5. Example kinematic drape simulation results (TECABS, 1998)

Finite element modelling techniques for draping analysis
Two classes of Finite Element methods are available, either the Implicit of Explicit method. The former, Implicit method, is more widely available and used for a broad range of problems including static stress analysis. The Explicit method has received increasing attention during the past two decades, particularly for dynamic, highly nonlinear, contact dominated problems; car crash and metal stamping simulation are applications particularly well suited to this technique. Briefly, both techniques use conventional Finite Elements to descretise and represent the structure. The Implicit method assembles the global stiffness matrix [K] which is used to determine resulting nodal displacements {u} from applied nodal forces {P},
From nodal displacements the element stresses and strains are computed. Problems involving contact, buckling and material nonlinearity yield a nonlinear stiffness matrix A comparison of the two methods is given (Cook et al., 1989) ; briefly, the Implicit method is superior for static, mildly nonlinear problems; whereas the Explicit method is advantageous for medium to high velocity dynamic problems involving large scale deformation and material nonlinearity. Also, it is straightforward to treat sheet buckling and contact between bodies using the dynamic integration scheme, both of which are important in draping analysis.
Macro-mechanical finite element modelling of fabrics
This section describes the theory and application of the Explicit FE method to draping simulation of Fabrics using a macro-approach. Much of the initial research and development work presented was undertaken within a CEC funded Brite-Euram project (BE-5092) which led to the first commercial FE code (PAM-FORM; Pickett et al., 1996) dedicated to thermoforming simulation of advanced fibre reinforced thermoplastics. This project resulted in validated techniques for modelling the viscous interface between plies and new constitutive laws to characterise each ply. An important result of this work was the development of new techniques to correctly model the deformation of a stack of plies in a composite laminate. This must represent ply-stretching, intra-ply shearing of individual plies and inter-ply shearing between plies. These mechanisms can only be represented if each ply is separately descretised using, for example, shell elements and relative sliding between plies is modelled using an appropriate friction law. Figure 6 shows the main features and constitutive laws used for a stack of plies. Parameters for the inter-ply viscous-Coulomb friction law, Equation [5] , must be determined from experimental testing as briefly described in section 3. The sliding resistance forces depend on the summation of dry friction û3 and viscous friction T û9HO, where T is the resin viscosity, is the Coulomb friction, û3 is the pressure difference between plies and û9HO LV the relative sliding velocity between plies. For the ply an elastic fibres embedded in a viscous resin law (Ó Brádaigh et al.,1993 ) is assumed, Equation [6] . The first part of this equation is the elastic fibre contribution, whereas the second part is the rate dependant viscous resin contribution. Both resin longitudinal (parallel to fibres) viscosity ( L ) and transverse viscosity ( T ) are included which may be either constant in iso-thermal forming, or temperature dependant in thermoforming.
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Figure 6. Two stacked plies and the constitutive laws for composite sheet forming
The flexibility of the Finite Element method allows most variables found in sheet composite forming to be represented. For thermoforming a temperature analysis is undertaken and results coupled to the constitutive laws. In the case of dry fabrics, the viscous part of the constitutive law may be ignored. Both UD and woven fabrics can be defined in the ply material model using, respectively, either a constant elastic or non-linear elastic model. The non-linear model is intended to approximate stiffness variations in woven fabrics due to tow undulations. However there is no account for the coupling of warp and weft tow tensions as considered by (Boisse et al., 1997) .
The idealisation to represent a biaxial NCF is adapted from Figure 6 and shown in Figure 7 . Two plies representing the two fabric layers (±45°) are modelled with shell elements and a simple unidirectional stiffness law. The stitching which tie these shells together is modelled using spring elements. Parameters for the in-plane modulii, E 1 and E 2, can be estimated, or determined via coupon testing. The 'picture frame' test is an effective means to obtain the intra-ply shear G 12 and the shear locking angle. In the constitutive model this locking is imposed by rapidly increasing shear modulus once the experimentally observed locking angle is reached. Dry friction and stitch force-displacement data are also obtained using the simple test methods briefly mentioned in section 3. Simulation of the bias extension, picture frame, bending rigidity and pull-out tests can be used to calibrate input ply and stitch properties. The friction test is used to calibrate the friction models. In order to validate the model experimental draping tests of NCF have been conducted over a double hemisphere mould with vacuum rubber membrane forming equipment. Figure 8 shows example test and simulation results for two configurations using a ±45° and a 0°/90° chain stitched NCF (430gm 2 carbon fabric from Saertex). This work has shown a good agreement for both fabric shear deformations and distortion of the periphery of the fabric. 
Meso-mechanical finite element modelling of fabrics
For a truly accurate representation of fabric deformation it will be necessary to employ meso-mechanical modelling methods. This work is an active area of research and cannot yet be considered industrial. This section briefly presents some work attempting to develop meso-mechanical Finite Element models for Non Crimp Fabrics. The exciting opportunity of this approach is that accurate information for subsequent stiffness, failure and impregnation analysis of composites will be available. For NCF it has been identified (Wiggers et al., 2003) -Interaction between the fibre tows and stitching. Figure 9 shows these deformation mechanisms for a bias extension test of a ±45°c oupon of NCF (a chain stitched 430gm -2 carbon fabric from Saertex) with initial undeformed size 100mm wide by 250mm long. This test generates three distinct deformation zones due to the constraints induced by the grips; only the centre region has a state of pure fabric shear. This pure shear region can be approximately represented using the previous macro-FE techniques, however, the tow slippage and stitch tearing mechanisms, which will also occur in practical problems requiring large fabric deformations, cannot be treated. A 'representative cell' of a meso-mechanical model for NCF is shown in Figure 10 , based upon a 320gm -2 tricot stitched fabric from Saertex. This model comprises of two fibre layers, constructed of solid elements to represent the tows and through thickness stitching, using bar elements, to represent the tricot stitch. Friction contact is defined between the tows and the plies. This model uses the coarsest possible modelling methods so that analysis of relatively large models should be possible with currently available computing power.
Each tow of the model is represented by a row of solid elements to which a heterogeneous unidirectional composite bi-phase model (PAM-CRASH) is assigned, Figure 11a . The tow properties are defined through the inextensible fibre contribution and matrix properties which approximate internal friction, shear and fibre compaction behaviour. The matrix parameters are defined through a low elastic modulus, low shear modulus and Poisson ratio in each of the three orthotropic axes. In order to simulate shear 'locking', as a close packed fibre distribution is approached, an internal contact algorithm is used to prevent excessive transverse element deformation.
The stitching, Figure 11b , is represented by bar elements having a non-linear elastic, tension only formulation in the tricot geometry. Inter-tow contact is simulated through application of a contact algorithm between the solid elements of adjacent tows and plies and, finally, frictional forces are applied during inter-tow slip using a simple Coulomb friction law. Currently the model uses 'soft' elastic mechanical data to approximate the resistance of the stitching on fabric deformation; all bar elements are interconnected with coincident nodes. However, this method does not permit complete inter-stitch frictional sliding to be simulated. Simulation results for a bi-axial NCF are shown in Figure 12 . As can be see from this figure the meso-mechanical model is able to represent the three key deformation zones that were identified from the test specimen in Figure 9 . Pure shear occurs in zone 1 which, combined with the area of un-deformed tows in zone 3, causes preferential inter-tow slippage and tow-buckling in zone 2. 
Conclusion
An overview of simple kinematic and more sophisticated FE methods for preforming simulation of fabrics has been given. The original kinematic method provides a robust and straightforward technique, but neglects important process parameters and is strictly only valid for certain balanced woven fabrics; never-theless, in the hands of a cautious designer it is a valuable and informative design tool. More sophisticated FE techniques offer greater accuracy and enable a wide range of forming processes and fabric types to be considered, but do require considerably greater expertise from the analyst and computer power. However, only this approach offers the opportunity to properly represent the physics of the forming process and thus allow optimisation of the process. A brief introduction to ongoing research to develop meso-mechanical models for advanced fabrics has been given; this technique could accurately model the fabric and its deformation, and provide important data for subsequent stiffness, failure and impregnation analysis. 
